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lola arias is a writer, director, performer,
and songwriter from Argentina, and she is
the founder and curator of the interdisciplinary
Compañía Postnuclear. Her works include
Striptease (2007), El amor es un francotirador
(2007), Mi vida después (2009), Familienbande
(2009), and That Enemy Within (2010).
Together with Ulises Conti, she composes
and plays music, and she has released two
albums. In 2010, Arias and Stefan Kaegi
founded Ciudades Paralelas, a festival of urban
interventions staged in Berlin, Buenos Aires,
Warsaw, Zurich, and Singapore. Her
performances have been presented at Festival
d’Avignon, In Transit Festival in Berlin, We
Are Here Festival in Dublin, Spielart Festival
in Munich, Alkantara Festival in Lisbon, and
Radicals Festival in Barcelona.
kathleen cioffi is a theater historian and
drama critic who has written frequently about
collaborative theater. The author of
Alternative Theatre in Poland, 1954– 1989, she
has also contributed to Theater, tdr, Theatre
Journal, Slavic and East European Performance,
and many other journals and books. Recently
she guest edited a special issue of the Mime
Journal devoted to “Grotowski and His
Legacy in Poland.” She has also performed in
and directed collectively devised theater
productions.

helen cole is artistic director and chief
executive of In Between Time. She began her
career as an independent producer in
Manchester in the mid-1990s developing
interdisciplinary projects in unusual locations.
Cole was appointed senior producer at
Tramway, Glasgow, in 1996, and from 1998
until 2009 she was producer of Live Art and
Dance at Arnolfini in Bristol, where she
established its program as one of the United
Kingdom’s most influential contexts for live
art and contemporary performance. She
created the biennial In Between Time
Festival in 2001. Cole is also the artist/curator
of the live memory project We See Fireworks,
now touring internationally, and a visiting
fellow at Bristol University.
bertie ferdman is assistant professor at the
City University of New York (Borough of
Manhattan Community College), whose
research focuses on site-specific theater,
urban dramaturgies, and contemporary
performance. Her articles and reviews have
appeared in PAJ: Journal of Performance and
Art, Theater, Performance Research, Theatre
Journal, Theatre Survey, and HowlRound. She
curated numerous international events and
exchanges at the Martin E. Segal Theatre
Center, including two symposia in the
Site-Specific Performance series; the us
performance premiere of Rodrigo García’s
Accidens; and “Urban Performance,” a talk
with Maud Le Floc’h and the late Neil Smith.
She is a graduate of Yale College and the
Lecoq School of Physical Theatre in Paris.
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norman frisch is an independent
dramaturg, performance curator, and
producer. During the 1970s he studied at Yale
School of Drama and worked with
experimental theater laboratories in Poland,
Denmark, and Wales. During the following
decade, he began his long-standing
collaboration with director Peter Sellars and
served for a number of years as a dramaturg
and administrator for the Wooster Group at
the Performing Garage in New York City. In
the 1990s he worked as a curator and producer
for several important urban arts festivals,
including the Los Angeles Festival, the
International Festival of Arts and Ideas in
New Haven, the Arts Festival of Atlanta, and
the London International Festival of Theatre.
Frisch has lectured and taught at Trinity
College, at Yale University, and at DasArts in
Amsterdam. He has recently served as
dramaturg for productions by the Builders
Association and motiroti (London) and as
curator for “Show People: Downtown
Directors and the Play of Time,” a
multimedia exhibition at New York’s Exit
Art. In 2008, he became the project specialist
for performance and public programs at the
J. Paul Getty Museum, where he ran the
Getty’s Villa Theater Lab.

iv

hannah hurtzig is a freelance playwright,
curator, and writer in Berlin. She was artistic
director of Kampnagel in Hamburg and
playwright at the Volksbühne, Berlin. In 1999
she established the Mobile Academy in
Berlin, from which the Black Market series
emerged in 2005. Her projects have been
exhibited at international festivals as well as at
Manifesta 7 (Bolzano, 2008), La Biennale
(Venice, 2009), and Van Abbemuseum
(Eindhoven, Netherlands, 2010).
judy hussie-taylor worked for most of the
1990s at the Colorado Dance Festival. From
2000 to 2004 she taught in the department of
art and art history at the University of
Colorado – Boulder. Since 2008 she has been
director of Danspace Project in New York
City, where she created the Platform series
and curated Platform 2012: Judson Now
marking the fiftieth anniversary of the Judson
Dance Theater. She is currently on faculty at
the Institute for Curatorial Practice in
Performance at Wesleyan University. In
2013, the French government awarded
Hussie-Taylor a Chevalier de l’Ordre des Arts
et des Lettres.
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gavin kroeber is the founder of the New
York – based Studio for Social Production
and works with artists and presenting
organizations across the visual arts,
performing arts, and urban fields to
conceptualize and realize new art projects.
His work focuses on the transformation of
institutional and disciplinary forms and
emphasizes performative, event-based, social,
and site-specific practices. Kroeber is
additionally cofounder of the event-based
curatorial platform Experience Economies
and was producer at Creative Time from 2005
until 2010. He holds a ba in literature and
theater from Reed College and a master’s
degree in design studies from the Harvard
Graduate School of Design.
ralph lemon is artistic director of Cross
Performance, Inc. As a choreographer,
conceptual artist, director, writer, and
installation artist, he has developed
experimental performances that are as
socially and politically resonant as they are
personal, including the multimedia
collaboration How Can You Stay in the House
All Day and Not Go Anywhere? (2010); a
commission for the Lyon Opera Ballet,
Rescuing the Princess (2009); and the epic cycle
The Geography Trilogy (1997 – 2004). He has
curated dance programs such as I Get Lost
(2010) for Danspace Project and Some sweet
day (2012) for moma. His honors include the

Alpert Award in the Arts (1999), a Creative
Capital grant (2000), the usa Prudential
Fellowship (2006), a Guggenheim Fellowship
(2009), and the American Choreographers
Award. He has also been artist in residence at
the Krannert Center and Temple University,
as well as a visiting fellow at Stanford
University and Yale University School of Art.
matthias lilienthal is the program
director for the Theater der Welt 2014 festival
in Mannheim, Germany. From 1988 to 1991
he was dramaturg at Theater Basel, after
which he served as deputy manager and chief
artistic director under Frank Castorf at the
Volksbühne in Berlin. In 2000, he
collaborated with Christoph Schlingensief on
the Ausländer raus (Foreigners Out!) project for
the Wiener Festwochen and was named
program director for Theater der Welt 2002
in Bonn, Düsseldorf, Cologne, and Duisburg.
From 2003 to 2012 he was the managing
artistic director of the Hebbel am Ufer
Theater, Berlin. Since September 2012 he
has run the Home Works program at Ashkal
Alwan in Beirut. He has been appointed
artistic director of the Münchner
Kammerspiele commencing in the 2015 – 16
season.
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tom sellar, a writer, editor, and curator, is
editor of Theater and professor of dramaturgy
and dramatic criticism at Yale School of
Drama, where he teaches courses on critical
practice, contemporary global performance,
and (in 2014) performance curating. He also
curates the Yale Eastern European Theater
Project and other programs. Under his
editorship since 2003, Theater has published
themed issues on a wide range of
contemporary topics and global artists.
Sellar’s arts writing and criticism has
appeared in national publications including
the New York Times, the Guardian (uk), the
International Herald Tribune, TheatreForum,
and American Theatre. Since 2001 he has been
a frequent contributor to the Village Voice,
covering theater and performance art
nationally. He is currently completing Mind
Attacks, a monograph on Richard Foreman
and the Ontological-Hysteric Theater, and
researching new time-based art projects.
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joanna warsza is a curator working at the
intersection of performing and visual arts.
She graduated from the Aleksander
Zelwerowicz National Academy of Dramatic
Art in Warsaw and studied at the Université
Paris 8 Vincennes – Saint Denis dance
department. Under the auspices of the
independent curatorial platform she founded,
the Laura Palmer Foundation, she has
curated numerous projects in the public
realm, examining social and political
agendas. With Krzysztof Wodiczko, she ran
a seminar on performance in contemporary
culture and on conflict, trauma, and art at the
Higher School of Social Psychology in
Warsaw. She served as curator of the
Georgian Pavilion at the 55th Venice Biennale
and associate curator of the 7th Berlin
Biennale. She has also organized site-specific
projects for both TR Warszawa and Nowy
Teatr in Warsaw. She is editor of the books
Stadium X: A Place That Never Was (2009),
Forget Fear (2012), and Ministry of Highways:
A Guide to the Performative Architecture of
Tbilisi (2013). She lives in Warsaw and Berlin.
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